InKo Centre releases e-compendium to celebrate young artists of India and Korea

To celebrate the budding artists of India and Korea, InKo centre in R.A.Puram has put out an e-compendium, showcasing their paintings.

It was published on its website on July 16, as part of its ongoing virtual connect programme.

Called ‘Emerging Canvas’, the e-compendium features paintings of 132 young artists of India and Korea.

Spanning across 247 pages, it highlights a range of unique paintings made of wood, acrylic paints, oil, and terracotta installations.

The paintings were earlier exhibited at InKo Centre and at the Indian Art Museum in Seoul and in Chennai, across 6 editions from 2012 to 2019.

The Emerging Canvas series was first launched by Inko centre in association with The Indian Art Museum in Korea in the year 2012 to identify and celebrate emerging young talent from both countries.

The e-compendium can be viewed at http://www.inkocentre.org/Virtual_Connect_Infotainment.html

At 18, Adyar Club Gate Road, R.A. Puram. Ph: 24361224.
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